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This is not a stand-alonewargame; it is an add-on gamette for
Campaignour earlier release,ProudMonster: The Barbarossa
19 47,and canrtotbe played unlessyou already have accessto,
and understanding oí that parent game (seead on page 34).
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l.l lntroduclion
Death€t Destruction:1942-44on theEasternFronf is an add-on
gamette that allows extension of the play of Proud Monster
through 15 4pri11944.

1.2 Proudlhonster(PtURulesReÍerenres
Whenever a rule from the PM rules booklet is referenced in
"P" is placed in front of the number.
theserules, the capital letter

1.3 Pfll RulesPretedenre
Except as herein added to, amended or deleted, all the rules
of Proud Monster continue to apply in play of DeathE Destruction.

A supplemental method of time/tum record keeping has
been added. Tums are now expressedas a three digit number.
The first digitis the lastdigit of the year (7942,194Lor 1940. The
other two digits are the tum number in thatyear (01through24).
For example, if a German unit is scheduled to arrive as a
reinÍorcement during Game Tum 1 (Jan.I) of the year 1942, t}:te
reinforcement arrival code it will have printed in its upper-left
cornerwould be:"207." If aunitwere to arrive during the Came
"323." (Seealso 2.9).
urn 23 (Dec. I) of 1943,the code would be:

ProudlhonsterErrqlo
1.5 Consolidqled
Counters
The German Fegelein(FG) cavalry unit is shown as a division;
it's actually a brigade. The German 183rd Infantry Diaision,
entering play on PM Tum 5, is incorrectly shown as a cavalry
unit on its front side. Corrected replacement counters are provided for both units on this gamette's countersheetno. 1.
Soviet Untried Replacements
\A/hen eligible Soviet units with an untried side are taken as
replacementsfrom the deadpile, they are selectedand reappear
as untried units. That is, they must again go into battle in order
to have their combat factors revealed toboth players, as givenin
P2.15 and P3.5. At the start of PM's replacement process, the
Soviet player receivesone division per Military District Headquarters City and one per Mílitary District HeadquartersTown.
Rules
P4.2. The Victory Point value of Sevastopol (29195) is 4, as
shown on the map, and not 2 as given in the PM rules.
"0" combat result
P74.23(Change) At odds less than 1:3, the
"7."
"0f
'
don'Í increaselï lo
remains a
Aerial
Supply - Prior to tum 2LL,itis permitted to
German
aerial supply markers to German mechaassign
preemptively
actually
still in supply at the start of their
class
units
nized
to operate usuing overland
units
continue
Such
movement.
as
circumshrcescall onthem to
until
suchtime
capacities
supply
aerial
supply. Once that a change
their
pre-committed
draw on
under aerial supply
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operate
place,
the
affected
over takes
player furn (also
of
the
next
German
until
the
start
restrictions
rules.)
in
these
seerule 9.5
Moscow - Despite filling two hexesand having severalspecial
"double"
characteristicsin other respects, does not count as a
replacement center. For the German to knock out Moscow's
replacement capacity he must either capture or cut off from
overland supply both hexes.

2.1 Componenls
The components to a complete Death€t Destructiongamette
include these rules, one 13.5x18.5"mapsheet, one cardstock
chart and table sheet,two cardstock turn record sheets,a card
with hotding boxes for German withdrawn and eliminated
units, a German Replacement Army Roster Sheet card, and
1.080die-cut counters.
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lUlop
2.2lhe Coucosus

"Map C." Hence,
The CaucasusMap is always referred to as
the large town of Baku is located in 3617C.Map C abuts onto the
lower-right comer of PM's south map ("Mup S"). To facilitate
that, trim off all the paper above hexes1000C-2800C.Hex 1000C
fits just beneath 42235;hex 1100C fits just beneath 43235,etc.
Three new terrain types appear on Map C: Oil Centers, Mountains and Military Roads. (See4.6,3.9 and 3.10,respectively.)
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2.4 NewGuqrdsUnits
Throw out the Soviet Guards units that came with PM. An
entirely new set is provided. Non-mechanized Cuards are now
black on gold, while all mechanized-classGuards are red on
gold. Guards brigades now have only one step.

2.5 NewHistoricqlldentiÍicotions
German Side
Dan - SSDanish Legion
FE - Fiiilrrer Escort
HG - Hermarur Córing
KA - Korps Abteilung (A-F, Corps Detachments)
LF -Luftzuffi Field Division
MG - Manstein's Gambit units
Mod -Model
Ndr - SSNederland (Netherlands) Legion
Nor - SSNorwegian Legion
SL - SSSpanish Legion
Soviet Side
CB - Counter Battery
CI - Chechen-Inqush
D-Don
FA - Fortified Area
G - Guard
KB - Kuban
KL -Kalmyk
LCFC - Leningrad Counter Fire Corps
P - Partisan
DEATH & DESTRUCTION

2.ó NewUnit Size

"
The new unit size of Army" (XXXX) has been added to the
"Engineer Army" reinforcements (in actuality,
Soviet side for
they were only brigade-agglomerations given army designations).

2.7 SovietAir Arrnies
The historical I.D. of the Soviet air armies is the small number
printed directly next to their aircraft icons. The two numbers
along the bottoms of those counters represent their offensive
and defensive ground support factors, respectively (see10.3).

2.8 SovietSperiÍiedReinÍorremenls
Soviet Specified ReinÍorcements are all those Soviet units in
this gamette'scounter mix that have a reinÍorcement entry code
printed in their upper-left comers. This is a new category of
Soviet rein-forcement(see8.30).

2.9 furn RecordCords
Two Tum Record Cards, one for eachplayer, are Provided in
ttz," /r3/' and "4"
the game. Use the year markers (the large
counters) to mark the game furn of each year. Note the game
tums for the first half of the year are shown on one side of each
card, with the second half-year's tums on the reverse. Players
who have the spaceare encouraged to photocopy both sides of
their cards enough times to provide themselves with one long
turn record calender covering the entire timeline of play. That
makes the sorting of both sides' specified reinÍorcements only a
one-time job. (To record activities for II Decembet \94L,lake a
pen and divide the Game Tum 12 box on PM's southem
mapsheet.)

3.1 SetUp
To ptay Desth E Destruction,set up on Maps N and S as you
would tobegin a match of PM. Immediately incorporate all the
additional untried Soviet units given in this gamette's counter
mix directly into your sorting and set up of the parent game.
Design Note. At present there are no mini- or short-scenarios
for Proud MonsterDeath I Destruction To take the time to
devise those we would've had to have delayed this publication f or at least another six months or a year. And judgingbSr
the rate PM sold out, you guys were looking to have this addon NOW. Thus at present we have only one scenario that
extends play of PM out through tum 407.'N e'll publish new
PM/DD scenariosin Commandasthe prion scheduleallows
us to come up with them.

3.2 PuttinglUlqpC lnto Ploy
The German player can call for the Caucasusmap (Map C) to
be joined to the southmap anytime atthe start of Game Tum205
(IMarch1942) or later. Prior to that time the only activity on Map
C takes place if the Soviet decides to send units there via the
RVGK whichhe can do from the very start of PMplay . ltlso note

IIEATHE TTESTRUGNO
the German player is never actually compelled to launch a
Caucasuscampaign.
\44ren (if) called for, the Soviet player should affix Map C to
the south map, then place any units he sent there early via the
RVGK in any of the hexes on that map (within normal stcking
"Southrestrictions).Likewise, if there are anySovietunits inthe
em Ports Holding Box" at that time, remove them from there
and place them in Poti andlor Batum (which now enter play as
regular ports, taking over the functions of the holding box).

3.3 SovietlUlopCSupply& RVGK
Soviet units caÍI trace supply to USSRhexes along the south
edge of Map C. Likewise, the large towns on Map C serve as
entry/eft points for units in the RVGK (see P8.1 and P8.7).
Soviet r.rnitsin the Caspian ports (seebelow) are always in at
least general supply (see9.6).

3.4 SovietCospionSeolUlovenenl
The two Caspian Seaports (Makhachkal in 3107C,and Baku
n36I7C) are both functioning ports for that water body in the
sameway that the Black Seaports work. There is not, of course,
anyinterconnectivitybetween the two seamovement areas,nor
is there ever any German-side Caspian Seamovement or supply. The Soviet Caspian Seamovement limit is five stepsof seamovement-eligible units per player turn couplet (seeP11.1,and
11.1in these rules). Within the overall five-step per tum limit,
Soviet units may use Caspian SeaMovement to enter and/ or
leave the RVGK and when entering as reinÍorcements, etc.
As part of his five-step Caspian Seamovement capacity, that
player may run one Caspian Seacoastinvasion per player tum
couplet. The entire coast shown on Map C is eligible, and the
invasion is run under the same strictures as given in P11.4.

3.5 Turkey
Turkey is neutral and its territory may not be entered (or
"flovm over") by any unit of either side in the game.
Design Note. The victory conditions (seebelow) are conÍigured so that i-f the preconditions for Turkey's entry into the
war on German/s side are fulfilled, that player has already
wonthegame.

3.ó lllop CWeuther
All of Map C is considered to liewithinthenorthernweather
zone.

3.7lUlopCTerrqin

3.9 fllountqins
The dry weather movement costsare 3 MP per hex for nonmechanized other than Mountain InÍantry. Mountain infantry
pay 2MP per hex. Mechanized units are not allowed in mountain hexes except when traveling along military roads. The
defensive combat bonus of mountains is 2L. Mech may only
attack from or into such terrain through road hexsides, and
when they do so the defender receivesall normally applicable
terrainbenefits. No Mobile Assaults are allowed into Mountain
hexes,not even on roads.

3.l0ldlilitoÍyRoods
Military roads may be used by ground units of both sides to
improve their movement ability on Map C. That is, units moving from one road hex to a contiguous road hex via a road
hexside may do so for the cost of 1 MP, no matter what kind(s)
of natural terrain is being moved through and no matter what
kind of weather is in effect.The two military roads on Map C are
indestructible.
Design Note. Oil Centers are explained in rule 4.6.

3.1| IurtheÍ lhqpC Restrirlions
All mobile assaults conducted into Map C hexes suffer an
automatic 3L column shift in addition to whatever other regular
combat modifiers may apply. Further, no field works (see14'9)
may ever be constructed an)'where on Map C.

3.12VolgoRiverInterdirlion
The Germans are considered to interdict the Volga (a critical
part of the Soviets' transPort and communications links between Map C and the Russianethnic / industrial heartland to the
north) whenever one or more of their overland supplied units
occupieshex 59125or 59135.\Á/henthe Volga is interdicted the
following restrictions apply to Soviet activities on Map C: 1) all
their attacks suffer a 1L column shift; 2) units may not move
fromMap C intothe RVGK;and3) unitsmovingtoMap C from
the RVGK may not move during the player tum of their arrival
there.

3.13lhopC Renrovql
In games in which the Soviet player surwives an attempted
German invasion of Map C, there will come a Sameturn when
that map may again be detached and set aside (onceit becomes
obvious no more action will take place there). At that time the
"southern Ports Holding Box" again comes into use.
Soviet

Three new types (two manmade, one natural) appear on
Map C; in addition, Clear terrain there is treated differently than
on the north and south maps.

3.8 Cleqrferrqin
The dry weather movement costs for clear hexes on Map C
are2per hex for both mechanized and non-mechanized units.
There are still no combat benefits for Map C clear terrain, but
remember to take northem weather zone & M, F and S effects
into account.

4.1 ln Generol
The game is still won or lost according to the German player's
gaining and losing of Victory Points. But note the column
headings on the Death & Destruction Victory Table (16.5).The
"Germans Lose if <;" the second is headed "Play
first is labeled
"Germans Win if >."
On." and the third is
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For example,the VPs listed for judging victory on Game Tum
724(Dec.II, 1941)are:Germ ansLose27; play On 2g_35
;Germans
Win 36. That means when the victory check is made for that
game tum play stops and the Soviet player is declared the
winrrer if the Germanhas 27 or feweivp at that time; play
continues until (at least) the next victory check if the Germanis
VP total is between 28 and 35, inclusive; and play stoos and the
German player is declared the winner if he hàs 3e or more Vp.

4.2 NewUidoryPointDebits
There are two new methods by which the German can be
debited \?; they are: 1) each time that player fails to make his
mandated anti-partisan warfare commitment (see 15.g),he is
debited one VP; and 2) every ZOMO hex occupied by one or
more supplied Soviet units during the last victory check of the
game (tum 407) debits the German one Vp. (That,s one Vp per
her; not one per Soviet unit.)
Design Note. The final \? spreads have been set so the
historical outcome of the actual campaipgryields a draw. On
15 Apr:l 19M,the Germansheld: Sevastopot,rcisfrinev,Minsk,
Vitebsk" Vilnyu s, Kaun us, Ri ga and Tallin, for a total of 11 Vp.
But the Soviets controlled hexes 1503g151gs in the Roma_
nian ZOMO, thereby decreasing the German Vp total by
seven, for a final VP yield of four

4.3 ÍorgivenessPointsíFpl

It sometimes occurs that an otherwise interesting match of
PM/pn is ended becausethe German Vp total "*.Àd, or just
missessomeVPcheckbyapointorso.playersmayagreetokeep
playing in such matches by incorporating ,,forgivenesspoints,,
into their VP scoring.
That i.q,say during the victory check for I August 7941,the
^
German has 17 VP, thereby officially winning thà game at that
time by one point. But both ptayers agree thó game was really
going along fine up until then and they,d like to keep at it to sel
what happens later. The German should record on a slip of
paper he was awarded " I Fp " on I August 1941,and.setit aside
nntil the last victory check of the game (during Gam eTsrn407,
I April 1994). At that time he,s allowed to add one Vp to his point
total to account for the earlier eamed Fp.
Altematively, say that during the victory check for II Decem_
ber 7947 (turnl24), the German was found to have fewer than
27 YP , thereby officially losing the game at that point. Again, by
mutual agreement,play can continue with the Ge*u.i".o.j_
^g"-7 FP" (minus one Fp). He,ll later haveto debitlirnself one
VP during the game's final victory check in 1944.
Only award one positive or negative Fp per failed or ex_
ceededvictory check,no matterhow many Vp were actuallv in
the margin of German defeat or victory each time. But keep a
ruÍ'Íring total of all such Fp awardldebit incidents in ordei to
make one grand VP addition or subtraction at game,send. This
method will allow players running an interestiig game to try to
"dig
themselves out" of a Vp loss in extended ptáy. However,
players who allow a large deficit or surplus o1 f'p to pile up
DEATH & DESTRIJCTION

should throw in the tower once it becomes obvious no overall
reversal of fortune is any longer possible.

4.4 tewer Virtory Che&g
The D&D VictoryTable doesn,thave a separateline entryfor
every game fum as in pM. That means on unlisted tums skip the
Victory Check Phase - druing the D&D porrion of pVTOl
play, onlycheckfor victoryat the end of the game tums listed on
the D&D Victory Table.

4.5 VonPqulusPause
When playing PM/DD, if a German player invokes rule
_
P9.19,the "Von Paulus pause,,,play must stop and final victory
be determined at the end of the pM portion oi play (I December
7947,turn723).

4.ó VonlUlqnstein's
Gonbit

If the German player invokes rule 15.4, ,,Von Manstein,s
Gambit " play stops and the victor is determined when the first
rain or mud weather occurs in either weather zone after II
August 1943(tum 316).

4.7 Courcsus
Uidory
There are no VP awards printed on Map C. If the German
ventures onto that map it is to try to win a sudden and absolute
victory by seizing somecritical portion of the USSR,soil reserves
and/or by inciting a massive ethnic revolt acrossthe Caucasus
and Moslem portions of the Red empire.
To check for that, during each victory check phase (before
dealing with normal VPlFp) the Germanplayer should roll one
die for every oil center he controls on Map C at that instant
(supply stateirrelevant). If any such role yields a', 1,,, play
stops
and the German player is declared the winner (Fp can have no
bearing on this). One die is rolled for every German_conholled
oil center in every victory check until a,,I,, is rolled or the
Cerman no longer controls any such centers.If a victory check
phase is reached in which the German controls all five centers
but still hasn't r olled a " I," stop play and declarethe German the
victor any-way.

4.8lhosrowSuddenDeothUidory
The Moscow Sudeen Death Victory (as given in p4.6) is no
longer attainable after tum 204is over. From that point, Moscow,s
capture by the Germans only yields Vp, not a chance for
automatic victory.
Design Note. Whenplaying pM/DD during the pMportion
of ylaycontinue to use the victory conditions givenin the pM
rules.

5.1 In Generql
In playing PM / DD the PM Tum Sequenceis changed in that
the Soviet now has a Replacement/Withdrawal phase,and the
Cround Support Aircraft Cornmitment phase now becomes a
mutual one at the start of both counlets.

IIEATHE DESMUGNOil
-_l
L Mutual ReinÍorcement Phase
II. First Player Turn Couplet
A. First Couplet Weather Determination Phase
B. First Couplet Mutual Ground Support Aircraft Comrnitment Phase
C. GermanPlayer Tum
1. Replacement, Withdrawal & Mechanized Refit Phase
2. Movement& Mobile AssaultPhase
3. PreparedAssaultPhase
D. Soviet Player Tum
1. Replacement, Withdrawal & RVGK Phase
2. Movement & Mobile Assault Phase
3. Prepared Assault Phase

]
L
I
]

r n l

III. Second Player Turn Couplet
A. Second Couplet Weather Determination Phase
B.SecondCouplet Mutual Cround Support Aircraft Commitment Phase
C. German PlayerTum
1. Replacement,Withdrawal & Mechanized Refit Phase
2. Movement & Mobile Assault Phase
3. PreparedAssaultPhase
D. SovietPlayerTum
1. Replacement,Withdrawal & RVCK Phase
2. Movement & Mobile Assault Phase
3. Prepared Assault Phase
IV. Victory Check Phase (See4.4)

Design Note. For purposes other than bombardment into
clearhexes(see1.4.5f
f),both types of Soviet artillery ("Break"Guards Rocket Barrage") are the same.
through" and

ó.2 SovielArnies ond Corps
Theseeach count as

"one unit" for stacking (seeP6.1).

7.1 RevisedHungoriqnStqckinglinits
Hungarian units may only stack with each other (up to the
normal five units per hex as given in P6.5),and no more than one
German unit may also stack in any hex containing one or more
Hungarians (but again, only within the overall five unit per hex
limit). No Hungarian unit may ever move or attack onto the
northem mapsheet.No Hungarian r.rnitmay ever take part in an
attack with any nationalities of Axis unit other than Cerman.

7.2 Revisedltolion Stocking
Italian units may only stackwith eachother (up to the normal
five units per hex as given in P6.5), and no more than one
German unit may also stack in any hex containing one or more
Italians @ut again, only within the overall five unit per hex
limit). No Italianunitmay ever move or attackonto the northem
mapsheet.No Italian unit may ever take part in an attack with
any nationalities of Axis unit other than Cerman.

7.3 lUlupC
All Axis-Allies are eligible to enter and operate on Map C'

5.2 SovietReplorenent& WilhdÍqwolPhqses
Soviet Replacement& Withdrawal Phasesare only used to:
1) replenish eligible Soviet units in the field, see8.24ÍÍ;2) make
mandated Sovietwithdrawals, see8.34;and 3) enter Sovietunits
ir-rtoplay from the RVGK. The Reinforcements and from-thedeadpile replacement reclamations of both sides are still entered during the Mutual Reinforcement Phase.

7.4 ltoliqn Withdrqwql
Withdraw all Italian units permanently from play (no matter
what their location and supply state) at the start of Game Tum
305 (I March 1943).

5.3 GroundSupporfCommilnrent
A new Mutual Gror.rndSupport Aircraft Comrnitment Phase
has been added at the start of both couplets. This is necessary
because there are times now when both players will have air
units available at the same time. \A/hen that occurs, the Soviet
player always places all available ground support first, followed by the German. During turns in which only one player
has ground support, use this new tum sequence- it's just that
placement won't be "mtÍual" during those times'

ó.1 SovietArtillery
Soviet Artillery r.rnit stacking limits are figured separately
from the non-artillery units in the same hex. That is, there may
be up to five artillery units in any hex along with up to five nonartillery units. Unlike non-artillery units, though, artillery stacking limits don't double in city hexes.
6

8.1 GernqnUnitPiles
As the game develops, the German should sort his out-ofsix areas:
play r-rnitsi,r-rto
1) not-yet-arrived reinÍorcements (put them on the Tum
RecordCard);
2) the ReplacementArmy pile (consisting of all replacement
eligible units that have been eiiminated from play one
or more times while in overland supply, see8.18);
3) the Stalingrad Divisions pile (a special subset of the
ReplacementArmy pile, see8.6);
4) the Dead pile (thoser.rnitsthat have been eliminated while
unsupplied, returned to play via the replacement process,and then eliminated again, see8.18);
the
General Withdrawn Pile (see8.3);and
5)
the
Specified Withdrawal Pile (see8.5).
6)
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8.2 Germonllllithdrqwsls
German withdrawals are now of two types: general and
specified.Ceneral withdrawals are given on the "German Withdrawal & OB Notes" table by type, such as "Withdraw one ID"
(inÍantry division). Specified withdrawals are those requiring
specific units, such as "Withdraw 2SSMID" (meaning "Withdraw the 2nd SSMotorízedInfantry Díaision" ).
Design Note. All withdrawals made during the PM'only
portion of play are now classified as "general" withdrawals.

8.3 Oenerolllllithdrawcls
Use the same withdrawal procedures given in P8.16 and
P8.17for generalwithdrawals, and place all such units into their
own General Withdrawn Pile (GWP). All units retumed to play
from the G\AIP(according to instructions on the OB Notes table)
reappear using reinÍorcement procedures at their ful1 step
strength (and their rebuilding, described in 8.7 below, is not
debited from the Cerman's replacement factors). If a general
unit return is authorized by the OB Notes table (example:
"Retum one PD") and no unit of that type is available in the
GWP there (due to an earlier decline or inability to withdraw),
then no retum is made.

8.4 Serurity,Ílak & AirrrqÍt Withdrqwqls
The withdrawal of the German aircraft and Flak units called
for on tury 123(1 December 1941)- along with the withdrawal
of all eight security divisions on tum 207 (I April1942) - are
special status general withdrawals in that they may never be
declined in whole or part. Debit the German one VP for each of
the Flakand Security units unavailable forwithdrawal (because
of being in the dead pile or surrounded on the map), then simply
move all available called for units into the dead pile. (If a unit is
unavailable due to being surrounded, debit one \?, then remove the unit to the deadpile once it's elirninated in combat or
reunited with the main front - but don't retum the debited VP.)
Design Note. lt's in the nature of German aircraft unit
mechanics that theylll always be available for withdrawal
when called for.

llUithdÍowqls
8.5 SpeciÍied
If a Specified Withdrawal is missed because the called for
unitis inthe dead pile, no substitutionis made; simply debitthe
German one VP and play on. (Of course, any later reincarnations, conversions,etc.,of thatsame unit are also givenup -but
no further VP penalty is ever assessedfor that unit.)
If a specified unit is in the ReplacementArmy or Stalingrad
Divisions piles when called to be withdrawn, again no substitution takes place, but neither is there a VP debit. The called for
unit simply remains in the Replacement Army or Stalingrad
Divisions piles (undergoing any scheduled conversions there),
but can never re-enter play until such time as a note on the OB
table calls for their return from the Withdrawn or Stalingrad
piles.
DEATH & DESTRUCTION

Units withdrawn under specified withdrawal instructions
are also only retumed by specificinstruction (example: "Refum
2SSPGD"), they may never be taken to satisfy a general retum
instruction (example: "Return one PCD").

8.ó GernqnStolingrodDivisions
The first six non-mechanized divisions and the first six
mechanized divisions eliminated after tum210 (IIMay 7942),go
into a specialsubsetof the ReplacementArmy Pile,the Stalingrad
Pile. This rule simulates the fact a number of the units lost at
Stalingrad were selected by the German high command for
rebuilding and recommitment to duty on fronts other than the
Russian. Such units are not available through the normal replacement process (seebelow, 8.\4f f), but some are retumed
(automatically at full strength without replacement step cost to
the German) according to instructions given on the OB Notes
table. That's their orLlymethod of returning to play.
Design Note. Of course,in your play thesedivisions may not
be elirninatedh Stalingrador an)'where near that city - but
the vatidity of the adminiskatjve event being simulated
remains. The Germals would've needed to make use elsewhere of some rebuilt eastfront divisions no matter what the
exact circumstances of their entry into off map status.

8.7 l,UithdÍqwqls
ond StepStrength
The instant a unit is placed into Ceneral or Specified Withdrawal Piles, or into the Stalingrad Divisions Pile, immediately
increaseit to its full step strength without debiting the German
any replacementpoints. (But this is not done when units go into
the ReplacementArmy Pile.)

8.8 GernsnConversions
During play several German mechanized-class units are
converted from one configuration or type to another. These
conversionscan take place in the field, the Withdrawn Piles,the
ReplacementArmy Pile, and the Stalingrad Divisions Pile.

in Piles
8.9 Conversions
When a conversion takes place in either of the Withdrawal
Piles,simply remove the specified unit's old counter and substitute the indicated replacement. For example, the 2nd SSMotorized Infantry Diaision (MID) makes a specified withdrawal on
tum 211 (I june 1942). On turn 302 (II January 1943) it is
converted to its panzer division conÍiguration in the Specified
Withdrawal Pile and then immediately returned to play using
normal reiníorcement arrival procedures.At that point setaside
ïtre2nd's old configuration counters;they may no longer reenter
play in any way.
\4/hen a unit specified for conversion is found to be in the
Dead Pile, nothing is done, that r.rnitand all its later potential
incamations are simply no longer available. When a unit specified for conversionis found tobe inthe ReplacementArmy Pile,
make the unit substitution there,but leave the newly configured
unitthere, too, until such time asthe Germanplayer rebuilds the
unit and retums it to play via the normal replacement process.

IIEATHE TIESMUGTIOT
8.10Íield Conversions

8.13GermonKoÍpsAbteilung(KAlUnits

When a conversion takesplace in the field, the called for unit
must start a German RWR Phasein overland supply. Make the
counter substifution in place at whatever step strength the unit
was at in its old configuration. (Of course, the Cerman might
immediately choose to expend a number of whatever mechanized replacement steps are available to increasethe converted
unit's step strength.) Units converted in the field may not move
or attack during the first player furn couplet after the conversion. Field conversions may be delayed, at the Cerman player's
choice (assuming the called for unit is engaged in some hot and
heavy offensive, etc.),and then made later when the ulit canbe
ouiled from the 1ine.

The German receives six KA units on turn 323 (I December
1943).Those units, however, don't enter as normal reinforcements. They must be formed from units in the German's Dead
"KA FormaPile. For each KA unit roll one die and consult the
tion Table" (16.3).The required number of dioisions(of any
tlpes) are selected from the Dead Pile (only!) and are then
immediately placed back into the bags or containers the owner
usesto store the game components between matches.This is the
only method by which units in the German deadpile can make
even an indirect reentry into play.
Once formed, KA units are entered into play via reinÍorcement methods. \Arhen KA units are eliminated the first time,
they are placed directly into the storagecontainers;they have no
replacementarmy status.The German need not attempt to enter
all his KA immediately or at any one time (either becauseof
simple choice or an unavailability of required divisions in the
Dead Pile). He may form and enter them during any RWR
Phasesafter the initial receipt -but only one formation and entry
per KA r.rnitper game is allowed.

Historical Note. Historically, the bumed out 78th Panzer
Dipision was used as the basis to form +he 18th Artillery
was used as the basisto
Diaision, andthe 6athPnnzergrenadier
form the FHH Division. Neither of those resfrictions has been
included in the game becauseit is our feeling both the 18fft
Arty and the FHH were destined for creation and deployment even if those exact parent formations hadn't been
available at the proper time.

8.1| AssqultGunConversions
At several times over the course of the game the German is
called on to convert assault gun battalions (one step units) to
assaultgunbrigades (two step units). Thebrigades always enter
as two-steppers without debiting the Cerman any replacement
steps.Strictly speaking, eachbrigade shouldbe converted from
the same-numbered battalion. But if you have trouble finding
the exactbattalion along the front, or it's in the deadpile, use any
available AG battalion for the conversion. (This leeway doesnot
apply to divisional conversions.)
Design Note. All German reinforcements that have their
enÍy tied to an earlier withdrawaf a conversion, or some
requirement given on the OB Notes table have a dot following their enky code as a reminder. (Excluding though, the
German iníantry divisions involved in the downgrade - see
8.22below - they are simply differentiatedby color.)

Usedon the Germqn0B
8.12Abbreviqtions
Nofesïoble
AG - Assault Cun
B - Brigade
C - Cavalry
D - Division
GD - Cross Deutschland
I - Infantry (nof Light, Mountain, Static,etc.- regular infantry)
MI - Motorized Infantry
P - Panzer
P - Panzer
S - Security
WP - Withdrawal Pile
8

Historical Note. KA's were formedbythe Germansto utilize
the last surwivorsof even the most severelymauled divisions.

8.14GernrcnReplorenenls
Starting on game turn 201, the German receives replacements in two categories,mechanized and non-mechanized, aÍ
the start of every game tum according to his Replacement
ScheduleTable (16.2).Eachreplacementstep is able to rebuild
one step of eligible unit step strength. Only German heavy tank
battalions with factorsof 1-2-9,and divisions (excluding, though,
the artillery division and all Luftruafe Field Divisions), are
eligible for replacement from the Replacement Army Pile. Al1
German units with more than one step are eligible for replenishment in the field. Replacement steps may not be saved from
game turn to game turn; those not used during either couplet of
the game turn of their receipt are forfeit. There are no AxisAllied replacements.
Mechanized stepsmay be used - though it's not efficient to
do so - to replenish/recreate non-mechanized units. Nonmechanized stepsmay only be used to replenish/recreate nonmechanized units.

Replorernenls
in lhe Íield
8.15Non-Mechqnized
To be abie to receive a replacement step, a reduced Cerman
non-mechanized unit mustbe in overland or port supply. If that
stricture is met, simply flip over the unit to its full strength side
during either German RWR Phase of the game tum. Nonmechanized units suffer no movement or combat penalties for
having been replenished in the fieid. Eligible non-mechanized
units may be replenished in the field any number of times
during a game.

Replorernents
in the Íield
8.Ió lUlerhonized
To be able to receive one or more replacement steps, a
reduced German mechanized unit must be in overland supply.
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If that stricfure is met, increase the unit to its new step strength
during either Cerman R\ArRPhase that tum. Mechanized units
may not move or attack during the couplet of replenishment
(defense,OK). Mechanized replenishment may take place in
conjunction with conversions, and more than one step may be
absorbed during one replenishment. Eligible non-mechanized
units may be replenished any number of times during a game.
Design Note. The German mechanized refits described in
P8.15ÍÍ aïe not avai-lableafter the weather tums in 1941.

8.17ReorAreqCornbOuts
Starting any time after turn 206, the German player may
make one die roll once per calendar year in an effort to comb out
excess personnel from his rear echelon administrative and
support organizations. The German has his choice exactly when
to attempt comb outs after the 206 turn, but there must always
at least four game tums between rolls and never more than one
rollper calendar year. The die roll indicates the number of bonus
non-mechanized steps immediately received.

8.18GernonDeqdPileUse
Whenever German units eligible for replacement after being
completely eliminated (see8.14)suffer such a fate,place them in
the ReplacementArmy Holding Box on the cardstock sheet@ut
seealso 8.6).From there they may be recreated,either to full or
partial step strength, and brought back into play as reinforcements. (Such units both mechanized and non-mechanized,
suffer no movement or combat penalties during the furn of their
reentry.) Flowever, when an otherwise replacement-eligible
division is eliminated while out of overland supply, is rebuilt
once and is again eliminated (no matter what its supply state this
time), don't put it back into the Replacement Army pile; put it
into the deadpile - from where it may never be reclaimed.
Important. German divisions that undergo conversion(s)
from one type of unit to an other don't get a free trip through the
ReplacementArmy for each of their incamations: one division,
one unsupplied replacement.
lmportant. The German 7-2-9 heavy tank battalions represent an exception to the procedures above in that they never go
into the Dead Pile. Those units always go into the Replacement
Army Pile when eliminated and are available for replacement
any number of times throughout a game.

8.19 lhechqnized
Upgrodes

Cuards and non-Guards) that are in overland supply are eligible to receive regular replacement steps are eligible for stuffing using the same procedure as given in 8.16.Simply place the
upgrade counter undemeath the unit to be step-supplemented.
The upgrade counter is immediately and for all pulposes an
organic part of the stuffed unit (stacking value is not increased).
The only effect is the stuffed unit's step strength is increased by
the amount shown on the upgrade counter.
Upgrade steps must always be the first steps given up to
satisfy combat losses,and in multi-unit battles that means all
upgrade counters are reduced/eliminated from all involved
stuffed unitsbefore anynormal step reduction takesplace.Once
committed to a unit, an upgrade counter may never be detached
and committed to any other unit. Mechanized units may receive
combinations of regular and upgrade steps during the same
RWR Phase,but no more than one upgrade counter may ever be
assigned to any one mechanized unit at any given time.

8.2t t9thss& 20ss
The German 79th SS (Lataian) and 20th SS Gstoniail Diaislons,received as reinforcements on 318 and 406,respectively,
may enter only via Riga (2705N) and Tallin (3200N), respectively.If those locations are notGerman controlled (supplystate
irrelevant) at those entry times, the affected division is permanently lost. After entry, however, the divisions are subjectto the
normal ReplacementArmy Pile, followed by Dead pile procedures as other German units (and would reenter play normally,
not from Riga/Tallin).

8.22lhe GernqnInÍontryDowngrode
All Cerman inÍantry divisions with black-on-gray (not the
gray-green"feldgrau") substitute downgrade countersundergo
that doumgrading at the start of game turn 313. The downgrades take place at whatever locations and step strength those
divisions are found at that time. (It goesquickest iÍboth players
look on it like a "seventh inning stretch" and work at accomplishing it together.) Exception: OOS German units would not
be downgraded until relinked to overland supply or their
appearancein an off map holding pile.
The Cerman immediately receives bonus non-mechanized
replacementstepsfrom the downgrade accordingto the following scheme: 1) for every two full strength infantry divisions
downgraded he gets one step; and 2) for every five reduced
infantry divisions downgradedhe receivesone step.Thebonus
steps must be immediately recommited that same fum.

8.23 SovietRiÍle DivisionRemovql

Both sides receive mechani zed upgradecounters ("stuffers")
as scheduled reinÍorcements. Those counters may (players'
choiceson a caseby casebasis) be used as bonus mechanizedclassreplacementsteps,or they canbe used to provide extra step
strength to full strength mechanized-class units. Like regular
replacement steps, sfuffers can't be saved; they're used in one
way or the other during their game tum of arrival or are forfeit.

Starting on turn 124, whenever a Soviet rifle division is
eliminated that has one or more letters in its historical identification (for example, KRM, 1GM, 1M, etc.), remove that unit
from play for the rest of the game. No substitutions or conversions are rnade. Don't root through the Soviet deadpile on tum
124; just check each RD eliminated from that point on.

8.20 StuÍÍingProredure

8.24 SovÍetReplocement
Eligibility

Any German panzer, panzer grenadier and motorized infantry diz;isions,and any Soviet tank and mechanized corps(both
DEATH & DESTRUCTION

Starting on fuin 724,d). Soviet corps, rifle divisions, cavalry
divisions, artillery divisions and Guards units of all kinds and
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sizesare eligible to receive replacements, both in field replenishment and deadpile recreation. The first Soviet corps don't
become available unhT 207, and only tank and mechanized
corps - both Guard and non-Guard - can receive upgrades.
For replacement purposes (only!) cavalry divisions are considered mechanized-class units.

8.25 SovietGuordsBrigodes& CovolrySteps
Soviet Guards brigades and cavalry steps are, unlike their
non-Guards counterparts, each worth one full step for combat
losses, and require a full replacement step per step.

8.2ó SovietArrilleryDivisions
Soviet artillery divisions are one-sided units, but cost two
replacement steps,each,to be broughtback from the deadpile.

Proredures
8.27 SovietReploremenl
The Soviet player needn't segregate out of play units like the
Germanplayer, but should separatethem according to eligibilifyper 8.24.Otherwise, his replacementproceduresare the same
as the German (for supply requirements, reerrtry, mechanized
combat and movement penalties during the first couplet following replenishment etc.). The Soviet may recreate and replenish
units inthe RVGK, and alleligibleSovietunits may use replacements to enter and reenter play any number of times during a
game.

8.28 SovielConversions
Theseprocedures are much the same as inPM,butpay heed
to the notes at the bottom of the Soviet Conversion Chart.

8.29 SovietReinÍortemenlEntry
Retroactive to Game Tum 1 of PM, Soviet units (reinÍorcements, RVGK replacements, etc.) may enter play via the east
board edge of the north and south maps and the south map edge
of theCaucasusmap (C),aswellasthelocalesdescribedinP8.7.

8.30 SovierSpedÍiedReinÍorcements
Ir DD Soviet reinforcements extend beyond those from the
untried units piles.They have tums of entry indicated on them
in their upper-left comers in the same way as German units.

8.31 SovietTqnk/tlechCorpsSteplUloxinuns
Soviet tank and mechanized corps begin entering play on
tum 207.At that time such units may not contain more than two
steps each.On turn 213 the limit is raised to three per colps; on
ítrn22I it's four. Tank and mechanized corps enteringplay
prior to tum 221 do so at the authorized maximum step strength
for their tum of entry (the entry code is printed on the appropriate step-side.)The Soviet may not use replacementsto increase
a colps' step strength beyond the given maximum for the tum.

8.32 ReropturedReplarenentCenlers
Whenever a Soviet Military District Headquarters City or
Military District Headquarters Large Tolrrr is recaptured from
the Germans, that replacement center begins generating steps
for the Red Army at the start of the first game tum after
recapfure. It does so, though, at a rate of only half the normal
allotment for that period (round remainders down) . That reduc10

tion remains in place for the rest of the game, but no further
halvings take place iÍ a given replacement center is captured and
recapfured more than once.

ReplocenentRestrirtions
8.33 SovietlUlechqnized
Prior to tum 401, no more than half the total replacement
steps used by the Soviet player during a given game tum may
be mechanized. Starting with tum 401, the Soviet no longer
suffers under that restriction. Like the German, Soviet replacements may never be accumulated from game tum to game tum.

Increoses
8.34 SovielRUGK
Starting tum 203,the 10-unit limit - actually a 10-step Lirnit
for the RVGK is lifted. From that tum ory any number of
Soviet units may remain in the RVGK, though there are still
limits on the total number of steps that may go into and / or come
out of the RVGK per tum. That is, starting with tum 203, up to
28 steps,total, may go into and/or come out of the RVCK per
game turn. Beginning with tum 277 that limit is raised to 36
steps.On inn227 it goes to 48 steps. (You can keep a running
total to RVGK activity each turn on the PM Victory Point kack
by using the RVCK x1 and x10 counters we've provided.)
Beginning with tum 724, Soviet units may be withdrar,rm
from the map to go into (or back into) the RVGK. To be eligible
to go from the map into the RVGK, a Soviet Unit must start the
Mutual Reinforcement Phase in overland supply to the east
edge and in a hex not adjacent to any Cerman unit. Pick it up and
place it aside. It may reenter play during either Soviet Replacement, Withdrawal & RVGK phase of the next game tum (not the
game tum of movement into the RVGK!) or later tums.
Place units withdrawn from the map into the RVGK on the
Soviet Reinforcement / Tum Record card one tum ahead of their
game tum of withdrawal. Then when the next game fum starts,
they're available to put into play from the RVGII or keep there,
just like newly arriving reinforcements.
-

8.35 SovietWithdrowols
Note the Sovietplayer is required to make somewithdrawals
during DD (see16.8).Theseare all general withdrawals and are
made under the same stricfures as given for the German withdrawals of that type - but withdrawn Soviet units never retum
to play in any way.

RqteDecline
8.3ó SovietReplocenent
The Soviet replacement rate remains at the level attained at
the end of PM (6 per replacement center) until the start of tum
323 (I December 7943),at which time it drops permanent$ to 4
factors per center (seealso 8.32).

9.1 fhe GASline
The GAS Line permanently disappears (along with all its
effects,restrictions, etc.) at the start of tum 205.

9.2 Supplyline Restrirtions
Starting tum 205, the supply lines of both sides are restricted
in length in that units on the north map may only trace their
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supply lines into and through north map hexes to north map
rori.ót, while units on the south map may only trace their
supply lines into and through south map hexes to south map
r.tppty tort.es. German-side units on Map C traceto south map
ro.ti.át (or they can likewise be supplied sitting in Map C Black
Seaports); Soviet units there trace to south or Map C sources'

9.3 GernqnCoqstqlSuPPIY

Retroactiveto Game Tum 1 of PM, all German-side units that
can trace a supply line no more than two hexesin length to any
Black or Baltic Sea coastal hex are considered in supply for
defensive purposes onlY.

9.4 GermonPorï SuPPIY

Retroactive to Game Turn 1 of PM, all German units located
in Black and Baltic Seaports are in supply defensive purposes
only. (The Baltic SeaPorts are Riga, Tallin and Leningrad')

9.5 NewGernqnAeriqlSupplyPqrqmelers

Remove fromplay one of the German aerial supply markers
at the start of tum 211. The remaining marker can henceforth
provide aerial supply to all German-side units in its hex of
placement and in the six surrounding hexes' However, units
ieceiving aerial supply on turn 211 and after are in supply only
for defensive Purposes; not attack, movement, or MAs' The
aerial supply marker may onlybe committed to hexeswithin 15
hexes of a German controlled and overland supplied population towry large towry or city, and starting on turn 211 may not
move with the units beneath it as in PM' The L5 hex range
restriction is retroactive to Game Turn 1 of PM'
Historical Note. The Sovietarmy gotthroughthe Barbarossa
phase of the war mostly by using up the lnTense stocks of
supplies that had been laid by in the years before the start of
hosà1ities. Those stocks were exhausted by early 1942,however, and after that more careful planning was required
before any large offensives were underiaken' The following
rule reflects that change.

9.ó SovietOÍÍensiveSuPPIY

Starting with turn 203, a new supply state exists for Soviet
"alïack") supply. Units with offensive supunits: Offensive (or
ply are all those normally in supplybut that are also launching
àtiu.ts from hexes located five or fewer hexes away from the
primary Offensive Supply Marker. The secondary offensive
supply-marker, received on217, functions the same as the first
"*.Ëpi itt.uttge is only four hexes;the tertiary marker, received
on22L,is again the same,but has a range of only three hexes'
Units with just normal supply still have their full movement
and defensefactors available,but their attack factors are halved.
Understand, though, that no supply lines are ever actually
traced to the markers - they are just that markers indicating a
sector of the front along which the Soviet is directing a main
(even
logistical effort. The markers may be placed in any hexes
all water), no matter if German controlled or occupied' They are
to indicate a supply radius, not a supply line'

Even units drawing only Leningrad Lake Supply (P9'16)
could still receive offensive supply provided a marker were set
down within five hexesof them. It follows, however, that Soviet
units that are out of supply do not have their fortunes increased
bybeingwithin five hexesof an offensive supply marker units
withoui some kind of supply line receive no benefit becauseof
proximity to a marker.

& MAs
9.7 0ÍÍensiveSupPlY

Soviet mechanized-classunits may not launch MAs unless
they were in offensive supply at the start of their move'

lUlqrkers
9.8 OÍÍensiveSuPPIY

One offensive supply marker is receivedby the Soviet player
on turns 203,277, and 221, along with one correspondingly
dated dummy supply marker for eachreal supply maker' Once
in play they (real and dummy) are immortal and cannot be
destroyed by the German in any way. They are iust markers,
with no stacking, step or combat values of their own, and
likewise do not give control of their placement hex to the Soviet
if that hex is German controlled. The markers are always placed
inverted (with their printed range down), but are kept asthe top
unit in any hex they're in, and there is no benefit to putting more
than one per hex. The markers may only be placed, withdrawn
and replaced by the Soviet player at the start of eachgame turn,
as the ïery first activity of that game turn's Mutual Reir.rÍorcement Phase. Flip each supply marker to verify its dummy or
non-dummy status and range when it begins providing offensive supply during a Soviet player tum. (Dumrnies, of course,
can't actually provide supply; they're included simply to create
"fog" in th" G"t-utl's mind asto the Soviet player's actual
some
ofÍensive plans.)
Historical Note. The supply units serve as a kind of telegraphed message, giving the German some advance notice
áf Soviet offensive activity to come. It's meant to do that'
Historically, Soviet logisticalbuildups constantly gave away
their intentions, but the German high command was often
unwilling to heed and react to such wamings'
Design Note. Whyno rule restricting the size of post-Barbarossa German offensives? You'll find in practice none is
necessary;the Germans' limited replacements and reinforcements wtrk as a historically proportional break on any 194244 offensive schemes.AnyGermanplayer thatignores those
practical limits will find he quickly bums out his army and
loses the game,

l0.l luÍtwoÍÍeAirrrqÍt

Theseunits, four of them any\'vay,are returned to play at the
start of turn 209.In subsequent turns, no aircraft withdrawals
are ever mandated by weather changes(and that's true for both
sides).Note, however, the German OB Notes Table doescall for
aircraft withdrawals. \Àlhen the planes return, leave the VIII
FliegerKotVs ottt;its column shift properties are gone for good'
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The other units have a permanent strength of six ground support factors.
Henceforth no German unit can be assigned air support
unless it starts the furn within 15 hexes of a German controlled,
overland supplied population center (reference town, large
town, city). The supported units need notbe in overland supply.
This rule is retroactive to Came Turn 1 of PM.

OKH Reserve area to a port. There are no German-side invasions. (Once Cerman-side seamovement is begtrn, it is not lost
simply because Sevastopol or Odessa are lost to the Soviets
again later. Of course, once all ports are lost to the Soviets,
Cerman-side seamovement is effectively halted.) German-side
units that sea move may not move in any other way or attack
during the play tum couplet of the seamove (defenseO.K.).

10.2Sovietófh Inter(eptorCorps

| 1.3 GermonBoltiÍ SeqlUlovenent

This Soviet ground support unit from PM is permanently
withdrawn from play at the start of tum 203.

Cerman Baltic Seamovement canbe used sirnilarlybetween
(among) the ports of Riga, Tallin and Leningrad and the Northern OKH Reserve Area (see P8.2). The grand total limit per
player turn couplet in the Baltic Seais five steps,and again there
are no invasions. There is not, of course, any direct connection
between German Baltic and Black Sea movement capabilities
beyond an indirect link provided by units moving from one
OKH Reserve Area to the other and then on to the adjoining sea.

10.3SovietAir Arrnies
Soviet Air Armies begin entering asspecified reinforcements
on tum 210. They function similarly to Cerman air units, but
with the following specifics: 1) only Soviet units with offensive
supply may be assigned an air unit (one per stack); 2) the air
armies have differentiated offensive and defensive support
factors printed along the bottom of their counters.
'
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same battle (see5.3).
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10.4Rivers
Rivers never affect aircraft combat strength (and this is also
true during the PM portion of play).

Deeigp Nóte' The,follovvi$grule eqpplantsiPlJ.1frq4 the
,,.,1,,,,'' ' . i ,
sta* oÍ Gaqg,lfuó liin PM:
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I l.l ln Oenerql
Only some of the Soviet player's units may use sea movement, and only in the Black and Caspian Seas.Tank, artillery,
and Motorized Rifle Divisions, along with all corps and army
size units and all units containing two or more steps (even if in
a reduced one-step state at the moment you'd like to sea move
them), are prohibited from using sea movement. All other
Soviet unit types may use it. The Soviet player may have up to
hve steps of eligible units involved in Black Sea movement
during each of the player turn couplets. Further, all rifle divisions count as two units for sea movement purposes.

Design.,Noté;,
ïtiese,Èq4ges in SovietSeamoverrrentproee,
dures.,ráppiys,tr g,,withthetfirst,,tl.q.1]of
PM.'
din
:,Dósign:Noie.,SovietC.áqpian:,SeaMóí,órneít,.ip,.dê
rue'j.+.'i'rrr'::l

| 1.2 Gernon-sideBlorkSeqlhovement
German-side Black Sea Movement begins the game turn
both Odessaand Sevastopolare controlledby that side.Suchsea
movement is limited to a grand total of no more than 10stepsper
player tum couplet and is from port to port, or from a port to the
Southem OKH Reserve Area (seeP8.2),or from the Southem
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l2.l Thelower DnieprRiver

The Lower Dniepr is defined as all Dniepr River hexsides
located generally south ofthe convergencepoint ofhexes 29005
30005and 30015,excluding hexsidesbelonging to the Dniepr's
tributaries in that area. Beginning tum 311,during D, R and M
weather, Cerman-side units may only move and/or attack
through Lower Dniepr hexsides at the following eight designated hexside (all S): 2900/ 3001,,3105/ 3205, 3305/ 3306, 3408/
3507, 3770/ 381.0,3412/ 3512, 3113/ 321.4,and 2973/ 3074 .
DesignNote. Draw crossing symbols acrossfhosehexsides.
,..Wqorigiaa[y included crossing markers in the counter mix,
but ,given the congestion that tends to occur around those
hexes they created more problems then they solved.
Historical Note. These restrictions are to take into account
the Wehrmqcftf'sconcentration of its ferryr,engineering and
bridging assetsat those points along this mighty river.

| 2.2 Getmon-side
StrolegftlUlovenent

Cerman-side strategic movement begins on fum 205. German stuategicmovement capacity is eight stepsper player tum
couplet. To be eligible for strategic movement, a German-side
trnitmustbegin eitherin one of the OKH ReserveAreas or inan
overland-supplied population center anywhere on the maps
that began that game tum already German controlled.
Strategic movement may be of any length, but it must always
begin and end in a reservearea or population center,and a hexby-hex path acrosshexsidescontaining some land must still be
traced. Strategic movement may begin and end in hexes adjacent to enemy units, but units may not move into or through
such hexes during the course of the move itselÍ.
A given furn's strategic moving units need not all begin or
end their moves in the samestarting or destination hexes.Units
moving strategically may not move in any other way or attack
during that same player tum couplet (defenseOK).
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tanks organic to their organizations, and therefore can conduct
MAs on their own.

Design Note. Don't get confused here - supply lines may be
traced into and through hexes next to enemy units, strategically moving
r ó units
uutD
rmay
rr4/
rnot.
tL

14.3GermrnHeovylUlerhonized.Clqss
Units
Cerman heavy mechanized-classunits are treated in all ways
asnormal units of the mechanized classwith an added bonus in
that their participation in combat (offensive and defensive,MA
orPA) always yields theGermana one columnshiftinhis favor.
Two restrictions are, however, that the heavies must be in
overland supply and be stackedand attacking with at least one
panzeÍ grenadier or motorized infantry or panzeÍ division in
order to generatethe shift. No more than one shift is generated
per battle no matter how many heavies are participating.

l3.l TheSpringWeatherloble
This table comes into effect every year at the start of each
one's I March game tum. It is used just like the pM Weather
EffectsChart (now called the Autumn Weather Table),exceptin
spring the Southern Weather Zone's result is determined by
adding two to the die roll rather than subtracting two as in
autumn. Also note that in spring there is no effectcorresponding
to "Deep Winter" (P13.8).That is, the weather can swing back
and forth, totally dependant on the die roll, during all couplets
between the beginning of March and the end of May. Weather
Indicator Markers have been provided in the counter mix as
memory aids.

13.2WeqtherZoneShiÍts

At the start of turn 218 (II September '42), use the Weather
Zone Boundary Markers included in the mix to delineate a new
boundary between the Northem and Southern Weather Zones.
Place one marker in hex 51235 and the other in 18025. (The
diagonal hex row inwhichthe markers are placed is considered
part of the Southern Zone.)
Shift the markers again at the start of tum 318 (II September
'43).
This time place one in 60235and the other in 14005.Again,
the diagonal hexrow in which the markers are placed is considered part of the SouthernZone.
There are no other weather zone shifts during play. Note that
Map C is considered to lie in the Northern Weather Zone.
Design Note. The Sovietsnow bonus in P13.7isnot available ]
once the PM portion of play is over; also see14.12below.
I

l4.l Rivers
Begiruring with the first non-F, non-S weather in the spring
of 1942,and extending for the rest of the game during D, R and
M weathers,the combat effectof rivers is changed asfollows. All
units attacking through river hexsides during D, R and M
weathers lose 50 percent of their attack factors (round down all
remainders). Rule P14.19still applies during the PM portion of
play, but this rule completely supersedes it once it kicks in
during '42 (no more 1L shifts).
Design Note. PM's river combat rule was written to reflect
the chaotic conditions of the 1941 campaign, when even the
broadest rivers were seemingly easily tumed.

l4.2Ptnzer Orenqdiers
Panzer grenadiers (as opposed to motorized inÍantry) functionin allways incombat just likepanzers - they have their own
DEATH & DESTRUCTION

14.4AssoultEngineers
Assault engineers are treated as normal non-mechanized
units with an added bonus in that their participation in combat
(offensive and defensive, PA only) always yields the owning
player a one column shift in his favor. Two restrictions are,
however, that the engineersmust be in overland supply and be
stacked and attacking with at least one division to generatethe
shift, and the firststep lostin thatbattle mustbe the engineer.No
more than one shift is generatedper battle no matter how many
engineersare participating. Engineers on both sides will cancel
each other out on a unit to unit basis. Supplied engineers in
combat cannot decline to provide theirbonus. (If you don'twant
to use them up, keep them off the front line.)
i

-

Design Note, Yes, it is permitted to have both a hear,y shift
I
] and an engineer shift accrue for the same PA.

14.5SovielArtillery
Soviet artillery, though considered mechanized units, may
neverparticipateinMAs. TheymayalsoneverPAalone,butcan
support Sovietnon-artillery units launching a PA from their hex
provided the PA is being made with offensive supply. However, there may never be more artillery factors contributed to a
PA than there are non-artillery ground attack factors participating in that PA; any excessis simply ignored.
Soviet artillery units have no defense factor, and if caught
alone in a hex by moving or attacking German units are completely and automatically destroyed (even German non-mech
can destroy artillery alone by moving into the hex - it is not
considered an MA). In mixed-stack situations, artillery units
share the fate of the last non-artillery step in the hex. Artillery
units do not have any step value to contribute to satisfying
combat losses.(See8.26for artillery repiacement rules.)

14.óGuqrdsRocketBorrogeDivisions
These units are treated exactly as Breakthrough artillery
divisions except when supporting a PA into a hex containing
only clear terrain - with no manmade terrain of any kind
present - the support factor of such units is doubled.

| 4.7 Counler-Preporqtory
Borroges
Soviet artillery units can make their effects felt when on the
defensive by firing a counter-preparatory barrage at attacking
I J

IIEATHE TIESMUGNOil
German units (PAs only). Each Soviet artillery unit in a hex
being PAed, provided it has offensive supply, makes a counter
preparatory die ro11immediately after the final German attack
odds have been determined but before the combat resolution
"
die is rolled. Each artillery roll scoresa hiï on a L," and eachhit
means the German attack odds are shifted one column left (1L).
After all artillery die rolls have been made and their odds
shifting effect totaled, the German may call off the attack.
Historical Note. Historically {Te Soviet 4th and 6th Guatds
'Artillery
Diaisions were given special training in, and equipment for, counter battery operations. Whenever eitlrer
(marked"CB") is available per 14.7the column shift effect is
automatic; no die roll is needed.

l4.8lhe GermqnArtilleryDivision
This is a one-stepmechanized unit. It may not MA. It may PA
and defend alone,but must use its defensefactor for attack and
defense.\A4renit PAs with at least one other Cerman division
participating from its hex it generatesa favorable one column
odds shift. If eliminated, it may never be replaced.

14.9DestroyedSovietÍortiÍirqtions& Heovy
ÍortiÍirqtibns
Destroyed Soviet fortifications and heavy fortifications
printed on the map are considered repaired to their full capacities at the start of the game tum following their hex's recapture
by the Soviets,provided at least general supply is also open to
the recaptured hex. This processcan go on any number of tirnes
during a game - it doesn't, however, apply to aborted fortification lines: once aborted, they're out of play for good.

14.10Íieldworks
Both sides receive fieldworks counters during the game.
\Atrhenreceived they must be immediately placed in any overland supplied (not necessarilyoffensive supplied for the Soviet)
hex; they may not be saved. They may be placed in any land
hexes except those containing cities (also, the Soviet may not
place them in hexescontaining fortifications already printed on
the map).If placedin ahex adjacenttoone ormore enemyunits,
at least one friendly unit must also be present there during that
player tum. Once placed they are immobile until destroyedby
enemy entry of their hex. They give their side's defenders a 1L
combat odds shift (in both PAs and MAs); they have no stacking,
combat or step values on their own.

l4.l I lhe SovietÍortiÍied Areq

'43), must immediThis counter, received on turn 309 (I May
ately be placed in any Sovretcontrolled and overland supplied
(not necessarily offensive supplied) hex on the north or south
map. During May its combat effectsare that all Sovietcontrolled
and overland supplied hexes within two hexes of it (including
the placement hex itself, but excluding city hexes), gain a 1L
odds shift against enemy PAs and MAs. During June that effect
is increasedto 2L; duringluly and all later tums it's increasedto
3L. If any hexeswithin that radius are captured by the Cerman
,n"" retaken by the Soviets, the prevailing combat effect
jld

immediately retums to those hexes.The counter has not stacking, combat or step values on its ov,n and is only removed from
play if its hex and all hexeswithin its two hex radius come under
simultaneous German control.

14.12lhAsin Snow
Starting with the first snow weather that occurs after turn
218,and continuing during all other snow tums throughoutthe
game thereafter,MAs may be conducted by both sides' mechanized units in snow weather. Al1 other MA rules remain the
same except that movement costs for snow MAs are figured
using snow weather costs.

l5.l Sovier4th AirborneCoÍps& Pqrlisqn
Contentrqtion
The 4th contains four steps and the partisan concentration
unit contains two steps;both are received during turn 201 and
must immediately be placed in any forest or hill hex(es)within
eight hexes of Moscow or Leningrad emPty of enemy units at
the instant of placement. Th"y may be placed together or
separately. Neither attacks or moves once placed, both are
considered to always be in full defensive supply, and they do
give the Soviet player control of their hex until eliminated.
If t.he4th and/or the partisans are so placed that if they could
participate in some planned Soviet PA it would be a concentric
assault, then for purposes of generating the concentric assault
column shift they are considered to be participating in that
attack, but they can't be used to satisfy any step loss.
\A/hen the Soviet player first moves a mobile unit into the
hex(es)containing the partisans and/or the 4th,heimmediately
and permanently removes it. At the start of the next game tum,
he is credited with the number of non-mechanized replacement
steps that were in the two units at the time of their removal.

15.2TheGernon 1942SumnerOÍÍensive
The German 1942summer offensive maybe declared to have
begunby thatplayer at the start of any of his player turns during
or 21'3.But in order to declare its start, the
game tums 21,1,,212
offensive must be imrnediately preceded by one (or more)
German player tums during which those forces make no attacks,MA or PA. (The German needn't declare the lull, but the
Soviet player will probably notice.) The effect of declaring the
offensive is that for that one German player turn MAs cost only
6 MPs, as in Game Tum 1 of PM.
If the Germancan'torwon't engineera lull, or simply doesn't
want to bother with this rule, he is not required to declare his
surruner offensive. That doesn't Prevent him, of course, from
rulning what amounts to one, he just doesn't eam this benefit.

15.3TheGermqn1943SummerOÍÍensive
This offensive maybe declared at the start of any of hisplayer
tums during game turns 311',372or 313.There is no benefit to
this declaration, only a penalty for its non-declaration.If no
'43 offensive is declared by the German by the end of
summer
1995
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Came Tum 313, he deducts three Vps from his total and
permanently withdraws all Romanian and Hungarian units
from play. To qualify as having run a suÍnmer offensive, the
German must launch a total of 15 or more mechanized divisions
into attacks (MA andlor PA) during both player tum couplets
of the selectedgame tum of the offensive.
Historical Note. Many are aware that Fietd Marshal von
Manstein did not wholeheartedly support the German '43
suruner offensive (Operation Citadel). But few know he
argued if the thing were launched it should be a maximum
effort - all available replacementsand reinforcements should
be stripped from other fronts and sent to the east to obtain a
final settlement there before the Westem Allies got onto the
continent in strength. Manstein's aII or nothing scheme was
rejectedby Hitler, but this rule allows players to investigate
what might have happened had that shategy been adopted.

| 5.4 lhonsfein'sGqnbit
To use Manstein's Gambit, the German player must declare
it and his'43 summer offensive at the start of tum 311, 372or 3\3.
At that time he receivesthe following units as special reinforce_
ments:all aircraftunits, allmechanized classunits intheGeneral
and Specified Withdrawal piles, any two mechanized_class
units in the Replacement Army pile (without payngfor them
with replacement steps), eight non-mechanized replacement
steps,all the combat units and mechanized upgrade counters
marked "MG" n their upper-left comers, and the 2\th panzer
Dioision and 2nd ParachuteDipision should.be retrieved from the
reinÍorcement schedule units (tum 322 and.321,respectively).
Play then continues normally; however, if the German has
not yet won the game on points by the time the first R or M
weather is rolled for the Northem Weather Zone that autumn
play stops and the Soviet is declared the winner.

15.5BlcupunktEqst
If (only if!) Manstein's Gambit is put in motiory the German
may launch "Operation Blaupunkt East.,,He may use his lsf
and/or 2nd ParachuteDiztisíonsin a combat air drop. If two
divisions are to be used they must both be dropped into the same
hex at the same time. The German may selectanv hex on the mao
that doesn't contain a city, fieldwork, fortiáed area, intaËt
fortification or heavy fortificatiory and that lies within 15 hexes
of a German controlled and overland supplied population
center.The hex may or may not contain Soviet units.

15.óAir DropProcedures
The drop is made at the start of any German movement phase
in June,]uly or August. The units to be dropped must start the
tum in either German OKH Reserve Areas or in an overland
supplied population center not adjacent to anv Soviet r.rnits.
If the drop hex contains any Soviet units, ihe parachutists
immediately ruÍr an unassisted one-round MA in that hex. If
their attack fails to clear the hex, the paratroopers are immediately eliminated. If they do get down safely they may not move
or attack during the player tum couplet of their landing.
DEATH & DESTRUCTION

If the units are dropped into a hex empty of Sovietunits, thev
still may not move farther that couplet,-trutttrey may then pÁ
into an adjacent hex (but may not advance aftei combat).
They are considered fully supplied during their drop game
tum, but must trace supply normally after that. Also note the
Cerman aerial supply counter is not available during the game
tum of the drop (those planes are involved in the diop).
' There may never be more than
one drop per game, and the
Cerman isnotrequired to make one; he may use theparatroop_
ers as regular infantry.

l5.7lhe 1943SovietAirdrop
The Five SovietAirbome/Air Landing Brigades received on
tum 313 are airdroppable. (They aren,t part of Blaupunk! the
Soviet gets them even if the German doesn,t run ttre gambit.)
Soviet airdrops are made under the same general strictures as
the Germans in Blaupulkt, but at the start áf any Soviet movement phase during game tums 313 to 31g, inclusive. The bri_
gades must be dropped together in the same hex, within 15
hexes of a Soviet confrolled and overland supplied population
center, etc.,but not into a German occupied hex.
As soon as they land the Soviet must roll a die for each
brigade to check for its survival. If no German unit is i. *y
adjacenthex,the units survive ona roll of 1.,2or3;if oneor-orl
Cerman units are in adjacenthexes,they survive on a roll of 1 or
2. Once down they are in general supply for the rest of that
player furn couplet, but may not move or attack that tum.
Afterward, they trace supply normally. If destroyed, the bri_
gades are eligible for recreation via replacements,but they may
never be airdropped agah.

15.8GermonAnti.PqrlistnWqrÍqre
The German must conduct anti-partisan warfare operations
beginning on tum 311.To do so,he rolls one die once at the start
of everynew game fumand consults the Anti-partisanWarfare
Table (16.4).He must immediately withdraw
full-strength divi_
sions of the numbers and types indicated by the die roll or debit
himself oneVP. The selectedunits are withdrawnfrom the map
(per general withdrawal rules) and kept in a separatepile. If à
subsequent anti-partisan warfare roll requires a smaller force
for that game tum, the excess is immàdiately returned as
reinÍorcements via any friendly town or city that is in overland
supply. If a greater force is required, the German must again
make the needed withdrawals or debit himself a Vp.

15.9SovieÍTqnk& lUlech
CorpsilAs
Soviet Talk and Mech Corps making Mobile Assaults al_
ways pay seven MP to do so.

15.10leningrodCounterFireCorps
The LCFC makes its appearancein that city as a reinÍorce_
ment during t:urn221.If Leningrad is not Soviet-controlled at
that time, the LCFC never enters the game. The LCFC has no
stacking, combat or step values of its or,rm;it,s only effect is that
once it is placed all German/Axis attacks into Leningrad or
hexes adjacent to that city suffer a one column leftward odds
shift. The LCFC sharesthe fate of the last regular Soviet step in
Lenhgrad; onceeliminatedit may never be replaced.
Ê
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